Study of Pact Modification Proposals

The UG General Electric Conference Board, which groups together all UG companies in the UG industry, has announced its approval for a series of contract modification proposals that were to be submitted by the UG Conference Board."}

Wage Increase Proposal Heads Contract Demands

The UG Conference Board has announced its approval for a series of contract modification proposals that will be submitted by the UG Conference Board. The proposals include wage increases, job evaluation, and other benefits for UG employees.

ELECTRIC UNION NEWS

Vote Monday On Contract

The UG Conference Board will vote on a contract modification proposal on Monday. The proposal includes wage increases, job evaluation, and other benefits for UG employees.

Cable Strikes

The Cable Strikes proposal is scheduled for a vote on Monday. The proposal includes wage increases, job evaluation, and other benefits for UG employees.

Launch Petition Backing General Cable Strikers

A petition for support of the 3,000 UG Local 311 members who have been on strike against the General Cable Co. in Rome since June 1 will be circulated throughout the union during the coming week. The petition will be accompanied by a letter from the General Cable Co., expressing solidarity with the strikers and promising to support member organizations in the area.

Ask Union Shop

A letter to the general membership will go out to all UG locals. The letter will include the following statement: "We encourage all UG locals to support the General Cable Co. in Rome."
IUE Pittsfield 'Leader' Beats Up Laid Off Man

Unable to answer the workers' demands to stop layoffs at the Pittsfield General Electric plant in any way, the IUE leadership turned to outright intimidation.

The two incidents of physical and sexual violence at the plant were the only open confrontations of workers at the plant since the previous layoff. In the first case, a 15-year-old boy was beaten and bitten by his father. In the second case, a 12-year-old boy was beaten and bitten by his father.

IUE leaders and other union officials were at the scene of the first incident, which occurred at around 2 p.m. on Monday, August 1, 1952. IUE officials were also at the scene of the second incident, which occurred at around 4 p.m. on the same day.

The first incident involved a 15-year-old boy who was beaten and bitten by his father. The second incident involved a 12-year-old boy who was beaten and bitten by his father. IUE leaders and other union officials were at the scene of both incidents.

Dem's Again Vote on Pact

The Democratic Party is still far behind the Republicans in its bid for the 1952 election. The party is trying to attract voters to the polls by promising to lower taxes and to increase government spending. However, the party has not been able to convince voters of the importance of these issues, and it has not been able to attract enough voters to win the election.

The election is on November 4, and the Democratic Party is still far behind the Republicans. The party is trying to attract voters to the polls by promising to lower taxes and to increase government spending. However, the party has not been able to convince voters of the importance of these issues, and it has not been able to attract enough voters to win the election.

Executive Board in Meeting

The problem of management's new speedup campaign was brought to a head Wednesday afternoon when the entire 14,000-member Executive Board of the IUE met in New York to discuss the issue.

The board was held for three days, with the workers coming in to discuss the proposal and the members coming out to listen. The members were split on the issue, with some supporting the proposal and others opposing it. The board ended up with no decision.

Big Steel Forces Price Boosts Through Strike

The settlement in the strike by the steel workers involved a new round of price negotiations. The union had demanded a 35% increase in wages, but the company had only offered a 15% increase. The union went on strike, and the company could not operate.

The settlement in the strike by the steel workers involved a new round of price negotiations. The union had demanded a 35% increase in wages, but the company had only offered a 15% increase. The union went on strike, and the company could not operate.

Change Field Day Date, Plan $1,500 in Prizes

A new date has been set for the US Level 3D Field Day, and plans are being made to award approximately $1,500 in prizes to persons entering the event.

The new date is Saturday, October 24. Originally the Field Day had been set for Labor Day, but the date was changed to a Sunday. The Field Day will be held at the Boulder Field Park.

Cutter Differential in Women's Rate

A new rate has been set for women working in the industry, raising the minimum wage to 75 cents per hour. The new rate is in effect for all women working in the industry, regardless of their position.

The new rate is in effect for all women working in the industry, regardless of their position. The rate is based on a survey of wages paid in the industry, and it is intended to provide a living wage for all women working in the industry.